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“It seems to work really well – we haven’t
not been chosen because we don’t offer hard
landscaping. Normally, when architects are
involved, a designer will be brought in, then the
builders who construct the house will be able
to do the hard landscaping, and finally we will
carry out the soft landscaping, from irrigation
and soil preparation to the planting and lawn.”
All eight members of staff currently
employed by Location Landscapes have the
ability to do both soft landscaping and garden
maintenance. There is no team divide, allowing
all members of staff to be flexible throughout
the seasons.
In the last financial year, garden
maintenance made up a third of the company’s
turnover, and this side of the business is purely
high end, another niche in the market that
Charles was keen to fill. “About five years ago
I attended a seminar by Andy Sturgeon, who
was discussing how before designing a garden
he asks what the client’s plan is for
maintenance, as there’s no point spending a
fortune on the design, plants and build without
the garden being maintained properly.
“I could tell there was a gap in the market

years. “We only maintain domestic gardens as
opposed to commercial – not to say that we
wouldn’t, but we only offer half a day or a full
day’s maintenance to make sure that we get the
quality right, and because anything less is not
cost effective. There has never been a job we
thought was too large, though.”
Location Landscapes undertakes a
variety of projects on its soft landscaping
side. The largest project so far in value was a
new build, which it worked on in conjunction
with garden designer Jane Brown, totalling
around £170K mainly due to the plant supply.
The majority of its projects are within a 40
minute radius of its office in Petersfield,
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– maintenance has been seen in the past as
the poor relation of landscaping, but it’s
actually the bread and butter of the industry.”
Clearly an accurate perception, as the
business has only grown over the past three
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Hampshire, though it has gone as far as the
Isle of Wight.
It also undertakes projects in London, though
this carries a number of challenges: “Going in to
London, we do charge higher rates as there are a
number of factors we have to consider, including
the staff working longer hours and needing to be
paid overtime. We only accept a minimum of a day
for maintenance in London.”
The company has also completed a number of
show gardens. After less than a year of being
established, Location Landscapes worked
alongside Outdoor Options to plant Charlotte
Rowe’s main avenue show garden at the RHS
Chelsea Flower Show 2014, which was awarded a
Gold medal. The following year, it worked with
Ann-Marie Powell on her garden at the RHS
Hampton Court Palace Flower Show, which also
achieved a Gold medal, and again with Ann-Marie
on the RHS’s ‘Greening Grey Britain’ garden at this
year’s RHS Chelsea.
“I’ve wanted to do a show garden since I was at
Merrist Wood College. The camaraderie is always
very good, people are always willing to share their
knowledge – you don’t find that in every industry.”
With so much having been achieved in just
three years, and the company about to advertise
for further staff, we look forward to seeing what
else is on the cards for Location Landscapes.

5 Location team
6 Gold medal-winning garden

at RHS Hampton Court 2015,
designed by Ann-Marie Powell

7 Topiary and herbaceous border

garden in Hampshire maintained
by Location Landscapes

8 Structural garden in West

Sussex maintained by Location
Landscapes
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CONTACT
Location Landscapes, The Old Tractor
Shed, Lower Cowgrove, Heath Farm, Heath
Road East, Petersfield, Hants GU31 4HT
01730 239 345
@LocationLand
info@locationlandscapes.com
www.locationlandscapes.com
www.prolandscapermagazine.com
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